With the motivation of high design quality, Fagerhult’s Appareo has been awarded with the
prestigious red dot design award within the Product design category of 2013.
The luminaire is lit, but where is the light source?
Appareo is a suspended LED luminaire that
combines uncompromising design with high
lighting levels and good ergonomics. Our
ambition has been to demonstrate what LEDs
can achieve, without making a big deal about the
technology itself. By working with a brand new
material, we’ve been able to utilise the compact
size of LED technology without compromising on
the lighting comfort.
The trick is simple: an innovative disc of acrylic
plastic that functions both as reflector and
louvre, and around the disc we have mounted
LEDs that send light into the plastic. The result
is glare-free, comfortable work and general
lighting that is perfect for the office as well as
rooms for special occasions. When the luminaire is
turned on, the disc shines with a crisp, white light.

APPAREO
As a designer, you have to deal with
the fact that the starting point for new
products is often the same. When
dealing with a traditional fluorescent
luminaire you really have to “push the
boat out” to create something new.
With Appareo things were different.
The criteria changed in a way which
made things very simple. Conversely,
the challenge was actually not
to make it too simple. The initial
sketches were very elemental and we

When the luminaire is turned off, it is completely
transparent. It’s like it isn’t even there any longer.

knew we had to add something beyond
the basic design shapes - the circle
and extended rectangle.
The final shape was inspired by the
wings of birds, which are very light
and strong, and extremely thin when
viewed from the side. The small,
slightly angled surface gives the
luminaire a bigger body, making it
more human.
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Appareo is more than lighting, it is an experience which makes you think.
It is a puzzle, a little piece of everyday magic.

